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Athletic Director resi ns
By CHRIS DRAGO
News Reporter

S

teve Juaire resigned as Winona
State University's athletic director
Tuesday morning at a quarterly athletic department meeting.
A written statement prepared by
Winona State's Sexual Harassment
Officer Nancy Peterson read: "Dr.
Stephen Juaire's resignation as Winona
State University athletic director was
part of a resolution of an informal
sexual harassment investigation initiated by the University."
According to WSU Human Resources Director Deb Buerkley the University initiated the investigation on
Jan. 29 after receiving claims of sexual
harassment against Juaire.
Buerkley would not comment on
the specific nature or the number of
complaints against Juaire, nor would
she state how many people were involved in the investigation.
Terri Sheridan, WSU's women's

basketball coach, said she was among nounced his plan to resign as athletic
many who were questioned.
director.
"I have been questioned, as have a
"Dr. Juaire told the coaches that he
number of other people," Sheridan was stepping down as athletic direcsaid.
tor," Evans said of Juaire's speech. "He
Other provisions of the resolution, also said his plan was to return to the
according to the statement, were as classroom."
follows: "placement of a letter of repriEvans also said that he would act as
mand in Dr. Juaire's personnel file, a temporary athletic director, until a retwo-week suspension without pay, placement for Juaire has been found.
notification of resolution of the invesSince the Health, Physical Educatigation given to individuals involved, tion and Recreation Department is part
and Dr. Juaire's administrative reas- of the college of education, Dean of
signment, during which he will par- Education Carol Anderson will assist
ticipate in a prescribed counseling pro- in the search process for a new athletic
gram before resuming teaching du- director.
ties."
"Dean [Carol] Anderson and I will
Juaire declined to comment when begin the search for a new A.D. absocontacted Tuesday by the Winonan, lutely as soon as possible," Evans said.
but had previously denied that he "We definitely need someone overwould resign at the meeting when seeing athletics."
asked last week.
WSU President Darrell Krueger
Members of the press were pre- would not comment on the investigavented from attending the meeting, tion or the resolution.
but Vice President of University Rela"We're not going to comment on
tions Gary Evans said Juaire spoke for that any farther than the news release,"
about 30 seconds, in which he an- Krueger said.

Buzza moves on

Krueger also said Juaire will remain at WSU as a professor.
"He will be here next year, unless
he resigns," Krueger said of Juaire's
plans. "He's working for Gary Evans
on special assignments."
Evans said Juaire will not be teaching classes this school year, but will
help in the operation of the athletic
department.
"There are a number of issues that
need to be tied up," Evans said. "Those
things that need doing, he will be assigned to do."
A written statement released by
the athletic department stated that
Juaire plans to "return to his academic
position for the 1996-97 school year."
This is not the first time Juaire has
been the center of controversy since he
became WSU's athletic director in 1991.
Earlier this month, Juaire was involved in the decision to not renew
WSU football coach Tom Hosier's contract — a decision Hosier is currently
fighting at the state level.
Last school year, Juaire and the ath-

letic department were questioned
about the high turnover rate among
femalecoaches.That turnoverincluded
15 female coaching changes in eight
sports between 1993 and 1994.
As a result, Juaire agreed to discuss
the athletic department's budget in
monthly meetings with the student
senate. According to Student Senate,
Juaire has kept his word and attended
all monthly meetings.
In 1992, with the school facing a
budget crisis, Juaire was unanimously
voted against by student senate when
he proposed to ax several sports programs.
Those proposed to be cut were
men's tennis, men's and women's
track, and gymnastics — a team he
coached to two national championship titles in the 1980's.
The senate adamantly opposed the
cut, stating it would be a violation of
Title IX, a law that provides for the
balance of men's and women's sports
programs.

Dr. Steve Juaire

Sticks and stones

Dean of College of Liberal Arts resigns

B

onnie Buzza, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts; submitted her letto President Krueger
er
on March 19,1996. Bu77a, who has
been at Winona State University since
August of 1992, has decided to leave
for another position.
' She will be leaving Winona State to
take over the position of Provost and
Dean of the College at Albertson Col1
lege in Idaho. Buzza will remaio at
WSU until the end of June, and will
begin her new job July 1, 1996.
According to the Vice President of
Academic Affairs Dennis Nielsen, it is
too late in the year to do a full search
for Buzza's replacement. The university will have to identify an Interim
Dean until a permanent dean is found.
,President Darrell Krueger is currently
working on a letter to send out to all
faculty in the College of Liberal Arts to
announce the job opening. Nielsen
said that applications from interested
faculty will be reviewed and then a
decision will be made as to who will
temporarily take over the position as
Dean.
Many department chairpersons in
the College of Liberal Arts feel that
Buzza has helped the college a great
deal.

Bonnie Buzza resigned from her
position as Dean of Liberal Arts
David Robinson, Chairperson of the
English Department, said, "I'm sorry
to see her go. She has provided continuity and was a good champion for
the College of Liberal Arts and our
department."
Gregory Schmidt, Chairperson of
the History Department, agreed with
Robinson's feelings on Buzza.

"She has been very supportive, very
open and a positive influence on the
History Department and the college as
well."
Although she is leaving, Bu77a still
has positive feelings about WSU.
"Winona State is a wonderful institution, and I have enjoyed working
with the faculty and staff."
She added that she has learned a lot
from her experience at WSU and feels
well-prepared for her new position.
Joan Valentine, Assistant to the
Dean, has been working for Buzza since
she arrived in 1990.
Valentine said that Bu77a has been
" great to work for, and with, and I am
happy she received a promotion. Selfishly, I do hate to see her leave Winona
State. She's been a real asset to our
college."
Before coming to WSU, Buzza was
Assistant to the Dean at St. Cloud State
University; Professor of the Department of Communication at The College of Wooster, and Chair of the Department of Speech and Drama at
Ripon College.
Buzza received her Bachelor of Arts
at Macalaster College in Speech and
Theater, and her Master of Arts and
Ph.D. in Speech Communication at the
University of Denver.

Welfare myths dispelled
By STEVEN R.
McFARLAND
News Reporter

A

former welfare recipient dispelled the many myths about women
on welfare in a Lyceum Series presentation last Wednesday night.
Theresa Funiciello's appearance
was sponsored by the Women's Studies program and began a series of
events celebrating Women's History
Month, which runs through April 14.
Funiciello was once homeless in
New York, and as a single mother, she
was forced to rely on welfare. She soon
began agitating for welfare reform.
" Then I found out I could get paid
for being a pain in the ass," said
Joshua Smith/Photo Editor

Jodine Wink, a Women's Studies
major, introduced Funiciello to a standing-room-only crowd in Stark Auditorium.
"Theresa Funiciello has not only
done a great deal in the way of speaking for and about women on welfare,
but she has an insider's view of the
way the welfare system works, its successes, its failures, and what needs to
be done to construct a system beneficial to its consumers as well as its
funders," said Wink.
Wink said she was amazed at
Funiciello's accomplishments.
"She has gone from welfare mother
to organizer, to foundation officer, to
an establishment insider as special as-

See Welfare, page 2

Winona State freshman Mike Theodore rolls after the ball In a game of roller hockey on Sunday
afternoon. Theodore plays Ice hockey but also enjoys the sport on concrete when it's warmer.

Construction delayed on new library
By SARAH JORGENSEN
News Reporter

A

Joshua Smith/Photo Editor

Theresa Funiciello speaks in Stark Auditorium about welfare.

fter 12 to 13 weeks of delay, the
MnSC board office has approved the
schematic designs for the new library
to be built where the tennis courts are.
This approval was the first of three
crucial steps in the final process of
building.

Following the schematic designs,
the board must approve the design
development, which is the layout of
the interior along with the mechanical
and electrical details. Finally, the construction documents must be drawn
up and submitted to the board for
approval.
By the end of the month, Winona
State University hopes to get the

legislature's permission to start site
preparation. This preparation would
begin sometime in mid-summer and
includes breaking ground, removing
old building foundations, and then filling in the site Barring any further
delays, The actual construction will
begin in the spring of 1997.
"The faster we get busy, the better,"
stated Richard Bazillion, Dean of Maxwell Library.
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What's Going On?
Museum Trip

HPER
Scholarships

The History Department and the
Residential College are sponsoring a
The Health, Physical Education,
trip to the Science Museum in St. Paul
Recreation
and Exercise Science Deon Saturday, April 13. The agenda will
include visiting an exhibit and view- partment has scholarships available.
ing an Omnimax film on Mexican Art. Applications will be available in the
A charter bus will be leaving from HPER office until April 15, and must
Minne at 9am and will return to WSU be completed by April 19.
by 6pm. Transportation is free. Interested students need only pay $6 for the
exhibit and film. The trip is open to
Fifty students are needed to give
anyone and space is still available. For
more information contact Jackie in the the Invisible Line on Campus presenHistory Department or call 457-5400. tation to incoming freshmen during
The deadline to sign up is Wed., April 1996 Freshmen Orientation. The job
requires students to attend two meet10.
ings during Spring quarter, one refresher in August and the presentation
on September 4. Students will receive
Are you aware that WSU has an $50 for completing the training and
Amnesty International group? The presentation. For more info, contact
group meets every Sunday at 5pm in the WSU Affirmative Action office in
-Minne 109. On April 7, elections will Somsen202 or call 457-5008.

Amnesty Int'l

be held for President, Vice President,
Secretary/Treasurer, and Publicity Coordinator. Watch for Amnesty booths
In Maxwell Library for more information, or check out a meeting to see
what the group is all about.

Vocal Recital
A vocal recital featuring Suzanne
Drayer has been rescheduled and will
take place on March 8 at 7:30pm in the
Recital Hall in PAC. General admision tickets are $3 and student tickets
will be $1.
It
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By Karen Sieber

Security
Positions Open

&11

Applications are now being taken
for WSU Security positions for the
19%-97 school year. Minimum qualifications are : at least six quarters of
academic study or work related experience; 2.5 GPA; no criminal convictions, excluding petty misdemeanors
and traffic violations; not on academic
or disciplinary probation; and must
meet all training requirements. Applications are due April 5. Contact the
WSU Security Dispatch Center or WSU
Security/Parking Services, both in
Sheehan Hall, for more information
and an application.

The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper established
in 1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona
State University. The Winonan generates 66 percent of its budget through
advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity
fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the
business manager. Address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State
University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona 55987, ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for
both individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and

may not be reproduced without permission.
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That's what we'd
Invisible Line
like to know! Is
your organization doing anything interesting
Mayo Lecture soon? If so, drop
off the who,
Series Speaker
Walter R.. Wilson, M.D., a guest
what, when and
speaker for the Mayo Lecture Series,
will give a presentation on infectious
where in the
Sex and Christ diseases
in the arts. The event will take
The Lutheran Campus Ministry place on April 4 at 7:30pm in Stark news editors' box
will be offeri ng a retreat exploring sexu- Auditorium. The lecture will be folin the Winonan
ality and life as a Christian on Apri112- lowed by a question and answer pe14. The retreat costs $25. For more info riod. This event is free and open to the
Office.
contact Pastor Carrier at 452-8316 or public.

Co-News Editors
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Karen Sieber

'The films of Maya Deren: ExperiExperiApplications for Student Senate Ex-v.
ecutive Officers are due by April 9 at mental Films 1943-1959" will be shown
3pm. Applications for Senators are due on April 9 at 7:00pm in Stark Auditorium. A discussion will be held by
on April 23 by 3pm. Elections will be rium.
Eddy of the English Department.
held on April 30. Applications can be
picked up in the Student Senate office This event is part of Women's History
Month, which runs untilApril 14.
in the Smaug.
K
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t
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Welfare

children you have, the poorer you are,"
she said.
Another myth Funiciello attempted
sistant to the Commissioner of New to dispel is that families on welfare do
.t York State's Department of Social Ser- not pay taxes. She stated that families
a vices. She has been an adviser to the on welfare must pay sales taxes and
State Legislature and a consultant to utility expenses.
1 social welfare agencies. She is now a
"Twenty-five percent of rent and
full-time writer and lecturer."
utilities (each month) goes toward
One of Funiciello's favorite myths taxes," she said.
about women on welfare, she said, is
Funiciello also targeted the myth
that they intentionally have more chil- that most welfare recipients are single,
1 dren to get more money.
teen-aged mothers.
"That's the equivalent to saying af"Less than 10 percent of mothers on
I- fluent people have kids so they can get welfare are teens," she said.
tax breaks," she said.
Funiciello said the government tries
Funiciello said that politicians are to punish the mothers on welfare, but
using the myth to divert the public's the children are the ones who get hurt.
attention from reality.
You can't punish the mothers withr( "Everyone knows that the more out punishing their children," she said.

continued from pagel

-

"They're punishing the children under the guise of welfare reform."
Funiciello cited a variety of facts to
refute the many myths currently being
circulated in the debate about welfare.
She said payments under the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children or
AFDC, the currenzt welfare system,
have not been adjusted to inflation.
According to Funiciello, families getting AFDC in 19% are actually getting
45 percent less than what families received in 1970. The average welfare
recipient currently receives $376 a
month for a family of three.
Funiciello said in her attempts to
influence the public's views on the
welfare system,"You have to try everything, nothing works completely,
and you can never stop,"
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Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Speaker
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Dave Cline is a self-employed fish and wildlife
conservationist residing in Anchorage, Alaska. He has an
advanced degree in fisheries and wildlife management from
the University of Minnesota. David will give a slide
presentation and lecture on the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge.

"Hairstyles
for your
Lifestyle"

Mr. Cline's presentation will focus on:
• Why Minnesotans should be concerned about the
impacts of proposed oil drilling in the remote
wilderness region of northeastern Alaska.

Haircuts
Now only

$5.95

As a result of his work, Mr. Cline has received numerous
national awards for outstanding contributions to
environmental protection.

with student I.D.

The presentation will be on

1 blk. from WSU, on the corner
of Mark & Main.

April 12, 2:30 PM
in Pasteur Hall Room 120

454-8125
.41, All. AS. Alb. AI,
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or fast relief' from the nagging ache of taxes, we
'recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are taxdeferred annuities designed to help build additional
assets—money that can help make the difference
between living and living well after your working
years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your
salary on a pretax basis. That lowers your current
taxable income, so you start saving on federal and,
in most cases, state and local income taxes right away.
What's more, any earnings on your SRAs are also
tax deferred until you receive them as income. That
can make a big difference in how painful your tax
bill is every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based
on assets under management, we offer a wide range
of allocation choices—from the TIAA Traditional
Annuity, which guarantees principal and interest
(backed by the company's claims-paying ability),
to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,* which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call 1 800 842-2888.We'll send
you a complete SRA information kit, plus a free
slide calculator that shows you how much SRAs
can lower your taxes.
Call today—it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'

102 Johnson St. Downtown Winona. 452-2328

'Standard cl Poor:0 In.ntrytnre Rating
ly,6, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services. Inc., Lipper-Dirretoro'llnalytical Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges
and expenses. call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 6509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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IF YOU'RE NOT RECYCLING
YOU'RE 1111ROWING IT ALL AWAY.

CI

WF

April 3, 1996

April is Alcohol Awareness Month.
This Weekend is the Alcohol Free Weekend.
If you choose to drink, DON'T DRINK & DRIVE!
Have a happy & safe Easter. The Winonan.

Please write the Environmental Defense Fund at:

257 Park Ave. South, NY, NY 10010 for a free brochure. Et3F7,111

1201 Gilmore Ave.
Winona Mall

Tired of Lectures?

452-8752

*Limited Delivery Area To Insure Safe Driving! Our Delivery Drivers Carry Less
Than $20.00.

1

Small
Pizza

one topping

Full/Part Time & Seasonal Jobs
For College Students

Carryout

A JOB at the Mall of America's Knott's Camp Snoopy
should be #1 on your summer syllabus! Rest assured, you
won't have to write papers or take exams. The nation's
largest indoor theme park is hiring for:

$1.99

Operations • Food Service
Merchandise • Entertainment
Good pay, flexible schedules, great discounts, & NEW
uniforms for 1996! Apply at our employment services office
on the 2nd level, north side of Camp Snoopy, Mon.-Fri.,
noon-6pm. Or call: (612) 883-8564. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

No Limit
Tuesday and
Sunday Only!

See Your Campue Career
Office for Interview Pates!

7pm-Midnight
Delivery Charge Extra

("CAMP SNOOPY.

Little Caesars

IN MALL OF AMERICA
PEANUTS © United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

EOE. The Minnterloinment Company.
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Valid only on Original Round of
Pan! Pan! Pizza only.
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topping.
Plus
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Tax

99

Valid for a , mot lime at participating locations
"71995 Lane Caesar Enterpnses.
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Pan! Pan! Pizza only.

CRAZY BREAD .990
with any pizza purchase
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED

Apply at your local store today!
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Juaire no more
Athletic director's resignation overdue

THE
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With all of the controversies surrounding the athletic department lately, it came as no surprise when Athletic Director Steve
KYLE KERSHASKY
KEVIN
BECHARD
JORDAN CORKERY
Juaire resigned yesterday. Juaire has been involved in numerKAREN SIEBER
ous controversies in the past as well. So why did it take so long?
Juaire has had his share of glory moments. Yet every time he
catches his balance, he always finds a way to lose it.
Juaire began working in the Athletic Department as the
The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State University and College system,
Women's Gymnastics Coach in 1975 when he was still an
Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the student body. Any questions or comments should be directed to The Winonan
undergraduate student. Under his coaching, the Gymnastics
publication board, the managing editor, the editorial staff, or submitted as letter(s) to the editor. Be sure to include your name and phone
team won two national competitions in three years, as well as
number so we know it's really you and not some whacky prankster!
six regional championships.The team qualified for nationals a
total of 12 times.
In later years, when the Athletic budget needed to be cut,
Juaire felt that some of those cuts should come from the
gymnastics program.
After being named the Regional Coach of the Year and
winning Nationals in 1985, Juaire left Winona State University
and his coaching position to take a sabbatical in Florida. Why
did he choose to Leave a winning team at that moment?
In thepa_st. _, Juaire has served on a budget and finance
committee. With this ex -perience, how could- he mismanage
department funds? In D94, when the athletic department
budget showed a $55,000 deficit, under Juaire's authorization,
a new hard wood floor was purchased for the men's and
women's basketball teams. But, with only a $30,000 budget, the
women's team ended up paying for the new floor. Juaire also
allowed thousands of dollars m concession and ticket sales
. from weekend sporting events to be stored in an employee's
desk, even though over $6,000 in equipment had been stolen
that same year from the public relations office.
A few years ago, the athletic department boasted about
keeping up with gender equality issues in athletics, employing
an equal number of male and female coaches. Yet there were
accusations that unqualified female coaches were hired in
order to meet these requirements. A petition was signed by
many coaches concerning this issue, which was given to Juaire.
There was no resolution or action taken as a result of the
petition.
In addition, Juaire has sexual harassment complaints against
him. Nancy Peterson, the sexual harassment officer at WSU,
distributed a formal statement yesterday which stated that the
reason Juaire resigned was due, in part, to these claims of
sexual harassment. This doesn't sound like anyone who is very
interested in gender equality.
Juaire also worked very diligently to change WSU from
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference to National Collegiate Athletic Association Division II, which benefited many
feams.
Earlier this year though, Juaire was involved in a dispute
with Head Football Coath Tom Hosier. According to Hosier,
Juaire had told him he was not able to recruit because his
contract was up. When interviewed by the Winonan, Juaire
denied these claims and said that there was no reason why
Hosier should not be recruiting.
Juaire has made a lot of positive changes for WSU, but for
some reason he has a knack of screwing_things up.
While the Winonan sympathizes with-Juaire's family during
this ordeal, it is time for him to take responsibility for his
actions. The university also needs to take a look at how it
We invite our readers to share their opinions in these columns. All
handles these kinds of situations. A slap on the hand changes
letters
must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday
nothing.
Dear Editor,
publication days. Please send your letters to The Winonan, Kryzsko
The Environmental Task Force would like to inform students of the activities
Commons, Winona, MN 55987. All letters must be signed and
we will be engaging in during the following quarter. We will be investigating
include a telephone number in order to be published. All letters are
the recycling activity being done on the Winona State University campus. Some
of the areas which will be investigated include the lack of recycling containers
subject to editing when space is limited.

Environmental task force active

Raised by V-Chip
TV should not play parent to kids

Bill Clinton's 1996 Communications Law replaces the Communications act of 1934. Obviously, times have changed
dramatically since then, including morals, values and standards, as well as technology.
One of the laws requires that every TV set sold in the United
States be built with a device labeled the V-Chip. This little chip
allows the owners of such sets to block out certain shows. The
goal is to lessen the amount of violence, sex and obscene
situations that the youth of today have become used to.
Along with the V-Chip, it is required that the industry
develop a rating system for television programming. If the
industry, namely the major broadcasters, -fail to develop a
suitable rating system within a year then the Federal Communications Commission has permission and is required to devise
the standard.
Once the system is developed, broadcasters are not required
to apply it to their programs. However, if they decide to
implement it, then they are required, by the new law, to
broadcast a signal with the rating. The signal will then display
the rating and- the V-Chip will block out the show if desired by
the user.
All this is supposed to prevent children from viewing programs not suitable for their innocent eyes this in turn is supposed to improve family values and rid the streets of violence
committed by_youth.
Has Uncle Sam become the mother and father to all of the
children? Should it be up to the broadcasting industry to
decide what is violent? And to what extent it is violent?
Obviously the government is trying to better society by alerting
children as to what is violent. But- isn't a R-rated movie more
appealing than a G-rated movie? There is a good possibility
the rating system will only alert viewers -to which shows
contain violence and sexual content. Those are the shows that
will be watched. If a viewer is choosing between shows the
higher the rating show will be chosen.
Children long ago figured out how to get into R rated
movies, and renting one doesn't take a great amount of cunning or skill. Children are bright and will no doubt, find ways
around the V-Chip. Perhaps they will figure out how toet
their favorite shows back after Dad blocks it out, or they could
always just go over to a friend's house who has an older set sans
V-Chip.
A piece of technology cannot replace the values Mom and
Dad should be instilling in their offspring. And denying
children anything with violence most -likely will just make
them more hungry for it as they grow older.
Television is not the only place to view sex and violence.
Video games contain their own blend of blood and brawls and
some even have scantly clad animated females. Video games,
by the way, also have a rating system but who really pays
attention to it. Kids are the ones that choose the games, parents
usually don't even look at the games, however, that's another
point. If children are really starved for violence, they can
always just watch the news, which will most likely not be
required to adopt the rating_system.
A rating system and the V-Chip might actually be a worthwhile idea and may do some good, if it had been utilized before
children and the rest of society became accustomed to violence
and vulgarity.
The public is so used to violent sexual programming, that it
will be difficult to deny them this without some sort oFoutcry.
We, as humans, will be forced toget off our couches and
respond if we are denied our daily dose of sex and violence.
Hopefully the response will be peaceful.
,

and their poor locations on campus.
In order for WSU to have a successful recycling program, we must have
campus-wide support. WSU can not have an active recycling campaign if only
a few people participate. Students need to want to recycle in order for the
campaign to work. If we do not start to recycle efficiently we will increase the
harm that is being done to the earth.
Off campus students can recycle just as well as those who live on campus. A
recycling program is available to those that live off campus that would be
equally as helpful as efforts on campus.
Landlords are required to provide recycling for their tenants because of city
ordinance Article 35, and recycling products can be picked up on particular
dates for those that live off campus.
If you would like to participate, please work with your landlord to install a
recycling program where you live.

Megan Ruehling
Environmental Task Force

Is something bug ging you? Is there
something you want .
to tell the world?
If you want your
voice to be heard,
write a letter to
the editor! Just drop \;
your letter in thec`

.

letters to the editor box in front
of the Winonan office located in
the lower hyphen
1 of Kryzsko commons .

Don't just sitthere,'
Get up! Speak out!
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THIS 1-S ONLY A TEST
What happened to the good April fool's pranks?

T

here's an old
saying that's
been
rattling
By
Around in my head
DAVE
lately and I just
ADAMS
can't get rid of it.
Managing Editor
You see, a wise
man once said,
"What goes
around, comes
around." Now this would be a good mantra, except this
same man also said, "A flute with no holes is not a flute, but
a donut with no holes is a Danish."
What the hell am I talking about? I'm not sure. I think
I'm suffering from some sort of post April fool's day stress
disorder. Just gimme a minute to clear out the cobwebs...
Now, before my two biggest critics get warmed up (yes,
I'm talking to you, Bill and Chris), let me say this: Another
major calendar event has passed. It passed without nary a
ripple in the pond of pranks. I'm talkin' April fool's day.
April fool's day used to be the best day of the year. I
used to wait the whole year just for the opportunity to play
childish and immature pranks on my friends. You think
I'm kidding?
One April fool's day afternoon a few years ago, some
friends of mine, (I'll call them Ralph and Larry 'cause I
think they're trying to get respectable jobs somewhere)
decided to saw their roommate Rick's bedroom door in
half. After they did the deed, they broke into my car,
placed the saw in the front seat, passenger side, and told
Rick I did it. I got a phone call from him a few minutes later.
It was hard to understand what he was saying through
the swearing, but I think I heard the words "dismem?er," and "stuff your remains in a duffle bag" in there
;omewhere. He was ready to open up a big ol' can of whup

ass on yours truly.
I said I didn't do it. Then he said he found the saw in the
front seat of my car. After convincing the demon spawn to
calm down and put the lock back on his gun cabinet, I told
him to sit tight while I figured out who really did it. I called
a friend who confirmed that Ralph and Larry were the ones
to blame. Then I called Larry.
I called him first because he's a bleeder and would give
up his mother to the feds if he thought he was gonna get
hurt. He said it was all Ralph's idea. Rick and I began to plot
how to get even with Ralph. We went over to the apartment,
broke into Ralph's room, and went to work.
We started with Ralph's clothes. We took all his clothes
and replaced them with women's clothes. Then, we took a
staple gun and stapled all the loose debris in the room to the
floor. I haven't seen so many staples since Nate Kelberson
got into a fight with a stapler in third grade and lost. (Last
I heard he was working as a pillow tester.)
We also rigged his light switch so every time he turned
it on, his phone rang. Then we disconnected the woofer in
the right stereo speaker, and the tweeter in the left — just
enough balance in bad sound.
Then, we took all his heavy metal and industrial CDs out
of the cases and replaced them with CDs like Barry Manilow,
Michael Bolton, Gloria Estefan, etc.
It was worth the effort to see his face when the phone
rang, when he tried to pick up his clothes, notebooks, and
papers, (the whole carpet came up with them) and getting
nothing but Gloria Estefan out of crappy sounding $800
speakers.
This is the kind of stuff April fool's day is made of. I wish
more people got into the spirit of the day this year so I could
have duct taped someone to their living room ceiling.
Retaliation for a prank is ten times more fun than originating the prank!

BOTH SIDES
OF THE COIN
Fine print misleads, Take five, read fine
confuses consumers print, stop whining!
T

ast week, an isLi sue came up in
one of my classes:
By
fine print in advertising. At first, I faKRISTIN
vored this techPHILLIPSON
nique. I changed my
Opinion Columnist
mind after watching television this
weekend.
Fine print in advertising, has risen to ridiculous heights. There are thousands of people targeted every year. For example, Publishers Clearing House sweepstakes. Most younger people
probably realize that this is a scam, but what about the
elderly? Just because the envelope reads, "JOHN SM ITHYOU ARE THE NEXT $1,000,000 WINNER!!!" does not
mean you won't have to buy the magazines.
A friend of mine thought she won a free vacation, sent
in the forms, then read the tiny, microscopic print on the
back stating a down payment had to be made. A payment
that was almost as much as the vacation itself.
On TV, car ads are littered with fine print. The ads
promise low monthly payments or almost no interest. The
average viewer does not always see the multiple stipulations to the deal flashed in small print at the end of the
commercial.
Another common ploy is found in weight loss corn mercials. These commercials show women with losses of at
least 50 pounds. Some of them even hold up their big
clothes from when they were overweight, "proving" that
the programs work. At the bottom of the screen is tiny print
the door looking to buy product. Cheap guy, that class, this band, that film. which states, "Weight loss not typical." Unless you speed
trick? It works. Sex does the selling Nothing else matters. It doesn't matter read, there is just not enough time to read this minuscule
that you're going to die, that you have print.
and I do the buying.
But beyond advertising, past the 18 exams the next day. So what?
Fine print in TV advertising is usually not dangerous,
I once bought a bottle cap for eight but misleads consumers. It should be left on the screen
products and philosophy, stairwells
and music, there's nothing like clean, bucks because I happened to think longer so the viewer can read it. With the main message
unfettered genital on genital human about sex when I saw a bottle cap on stated and the fine print flashed for just a second, it appears
sex. Ask the sages, ask the dirt. This the sidewalk. I found some guy and that the truth is being stretched.
gave him eight bucks.
Another problem with fine print is when it is used with
fad won't go away.
Don't fight it. If someone thinks a over-the-counter or prescription drugs. I think most people
Take a good date. I'll pay. That first
and fateful eyelock rises from the ashes product is critical enough to your ex- do not usually take the time to read the small print or
of a butt-covered bar floor on a drunken istence that they link it with sex to warning enclosed. In the 1980s, a number of children who
two-for-one Tuesday. Sex is in the air, make you buy, then buy! Don't deny it. had been taking aspirin for their fevers were diagnosed
baby! (I hate it when people say, "Oh, The only thing you're sure about is sex. with Reye's syndrome. Their parents did not read the small
I'm so sick of the dating gamer They're So focus on sex. That's what it's all print.
Even something like birth control has its medical dandupes.) Stare with starry eyes through about. Hell, sex sells things that aren't
the campfire of a three-quarters killed even for sale. Sex. Butts. Making love. gers. There is a slight risk of heart attack, stroke, or paralyAnd sex takes all major credit cards sis when using certain kinds of birth control. Some women
pitcher. The music is perfect pop
lovesong. You've seen each other except Discover. Discover is a cheap may not be aware of the health hazards involved with some
around. Perfect! Date is set for Thurs- excuse for a credit card with chintzy birth control methods due to an excess of fine print.
graphics. Man, I hate Discover.
Fine print may fit better into a small space on the page
day!
or on the screen, but is misleading and potentially dangerYou meet and eat and watch the
ous to consumers.
sidewalk. You smile and sell your best ©1995 Selsberg/Onion Features Syndicate
stories your best sweatshirt, your best
socks. The talk is lofty and cheap: This

TRUIT

Sex Sells and I'm Buyin'i

by Citizen Truth
COLUMNIST
c ex sells. Calvin Klein. Victoria's
Secret. Domestic Beer. Who's buyng? Me. I'm buying.
I'll buy sex by the bed load. I'll put
t on layaway. The installment plan.
'ut it on the AmEx Platinum. The Visa
:old. Cool cash cold like a crank on
ice. I've got a sex debt as deep as my
;mall intestine stretched out to my
rectum burrowed in the earth an eighth
3f the way to Asia.
They did a study about sex habits in
America? Toss it my way! Sex is the
.13pic on some talk show? I'll tune in!
fhere's a sex scene in a movie? Let's
go! Some new book tells how to have
better sex? Neat! Picture of a sexy lady
on a magazine? Subscribe me! I'm a
sucker for sex! Lead me to that word!
All the good ads use sex to sell
"roducts. A decent ass will sell any`hing. They flash an ass on the screen,
show a tube of toothpaste and I'm out

he opinions
Txpressed In this column are the opinions of the

By
JOSH
WILCOX

columnist only, but could
represent the opinions of
any other member of the
Winos. staff. Any re-

Opinion Columnist

sponses to these opinions
are welcome, simply drop a
signed letter In the Letter to
the Editor box In the lower
hyphen of Kryszko Commons.

There is a common belief among the masses that advertising is meant to deceive the consumer. People are always reciting the old saying that you can't believe what
you hear or see. Maybe the general public has so little selfconfidence that they believe they can be fooled. The job of
advertising is basically two-fold: advertising introduces a
product to the masses, and advertising tries to make the
masses desire the product. Nowhere in that job description does it mention anything about deceiving the public.
Nowhere in that job description does it mention anything
about pulling the wool over the public's eyes. Yet everyday people make these same complaints. As an advertising major, I find this distrust in advertising unsettling.
The biggest thing people complain about is the evernoteworthy "fine print." Thousands, perhaps millions of
people are taken advantage of, because they didn't read
the fine print. Businesses "fool" people everyday because
the individuals are too darned ignorant or too lazy to take
the time to read what it says at the bottom of the ad. That
is nobody's fault but the consumers themselves.
How many of you took the time to read the first few
lines of my column? Did you skip over it because the print
was just too small? For all you know, I could have been
telling you you're all a bunch of imbeciles with the I.Q. of
a two year old. But I did not. My point is, instead of
complaining, take the time to read the fine print. Sometimes there is some really interesting stuff in there.
Another item people like to complain about is that
flash of text during car commercials. It starts out with
something like "4.9 percent financing" and that's about as
far as you get to read. You know there is valuable information in there, but no human alive could possibly read it in
the amount of time it is displayed. You could probably
record it and watch it in still frame on a really nice VCR,
but who wants to take the time. If you are really interested
in the car or truck or motorcycle, call a dealership and ask
them what the fine print says. You will probably have a
copy of it in your hands before you purchase the vehicle
anyway, just read it.
Advertising can not be blamed for a misinformed
public. The people viewing the advertisements must hold
themselves responsible, and do what they can to be as
informed as possible.

tos hv JOSHUA SMITH

THIS WEEDS QUESTION:

Who are you
voting for in
November?

Photo Editor
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Clinton's the candidate we
can trust into 21 century
t seems hard to believe that we are fast approaching election '%. Even
though it is only the beginning of
April, it is not too soon to start thinking about the prospective candidates By KIMBERLY DAWOUD
and analyzing their platforms. So far,
Forum Columnist
you probably have at least an idea
about who is the right choice for you
or perhaps, who is the least wrong
choice for President. But, if you are still unsure, then maybe this article could
help you to put a few things in perspective. Specifically, what has Clinton
accomplished in his term? Are his actions and principles the kinds of things
you look for in a President?
I believe that Clinton has accomplished a great deal of good for Americans
during his term, and another four years with him as President could be just
as promising. Perhaps you may not recall or even realize the changes that
have come about in America since Clinton was elected. Did you know that
since Clinton's election, over eight million new jobs have been created. As a
result, we Americans have the lowest unemployment and inflation combined in twenty-seven years. Not to mention the federal deficit which has
been cut in half. During his '92 campaign, he promised to help the economy
'by creating more jobs, cutting the deficit, and all of this would especially
benefit the working-class families. In 1993, Clinton helped millions of working-class Americans when he cut taxes through the Earned Income Tax
Credit. Now he's working on Congress to get the minimum wage increase
proposal passed, making the minimum jump 90 cents from $4.25 to $5.15.
This would enable lower-paid working families to live above the poverty

I

Clinton has lived up to his promises to enrich the economy, and millions
'of Americans have reaped the benefits of his accomplishments. He has also
lived up to his other promises to protect seniors through Medicare, and he
made an immense effort to get a National Health Program started, but didn't
receive enough support. Nonetheless, Clinton seems genuinely concerned
I about the well-being of Americans.
On a topic real "close to home," most of you receiving financial aid may be
at the mercy of the outcome of this '% election. It appears that Dole isn't as
concerned about financial aid for college students in comparison to Clinton.
On the other hand, Clinton has even gone through the trouble of inventing
new ways for students to not only receive financial aid but pay it back.
The economy, taxes, deficit, health care, and education are important to us
all. Frankly, we cannot just allow anyone to come and possibly take bits and
pieces away. Hands down, Clinton is the one we know we can trust to come
through for us. Who will you chose?

That's a good question. Probably Clinton.

No idea. I haven't decided yet.

I really have no idea. Definitely
not Clinton.

Jodi Schmidt
senior
paralegal major

Tom Ward
senior
biology major

Pam Scheufler
freshman
elementary education major

I have no idea, it's too early to
tell.

Dole, it's time to get things going
in the right direction.

Depends significantly on Dole's
selection of a running mate.

Bill Withers
Assistant mass
communications professor

Kareem Braxton
junior
psychology major

Bret Johnson
senior
photojournalism major

Probably the independent
depending on who it is, but not
Clinton.

Tammy Engel
freshman
paralegal major

No idea. I don't like Dole, but I
don't like Clinton much better.

Chris Beebe
sophomore
art major
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The Winonan is looking for a Managing Editor
for the 1996-97 school year.
Those interested should turn in applications to The Winonan
Office, located off the lower hyphen in Kryzsko Commons.
Applicants should also submit a resume and any samples of
published works. Deadline is April 18th, 1996.
The Winonan is looking for experienced individuals in the
newspaper business. Mass Communication majors or minors
are especially encouraged to apply.
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For pet's
sake
College students need a
reality check on pet
ownership responsibilities
By BEN SMITH

as rabbits and hamsters can be expensive.
Location - Most college housing
does not allow pets. Roommates
should also be considered.
Vacations - Students also need to
oes Fido scratch at the door
11 day while you are at class, ulti- make plans for their pets during semately finding his relief on the living mester breaks and vacations. Pets are
•oom carpet? What about vacations? not always welcome at home and ken)o you leave him alone, his only corn- nels can be expensive and unsuitable
for long stays.
)any being a huge pile of dog food?
Time - Studies and activities can
A recent news release by the Hunane Society of the United States consume a student's time, taking away
HSUS) suggests that college students from the care and attention a pet needs.
Group Living - Pets thrive on connay be doing just that.
"Students should make the respon- sistency. A regular feeding, exercise,
ible decision to defer pet ownership and toilet schedule, along with a conintil their lives are more stable and sistent training method may be diffiecure," says Janet Hornreich of the cult in a fraternity and sorority type
atmosphere.
-ISUS.
Hornreich suggested that students
According to the press release, the
ndependent living that a college per- might want to volunteer at a local
on first experiences often influences animal shelter or protection agency
instead of entering into a long term
Aem to adopt a pet.
The main concern focuses on the relationship.
Many Winona State students live
ollowing factors:
Money - Cats can cost over $500 in the dorms and are not allowed to
lollars a year while dogs can average have pets. There is, however, a small
wer $1000. Even small animals such population of dorm dwellers that
manage to pull the wool over their
R.A.'s eyes and have small pets anyway.
One of these anonymous rebels
owns a salamander. "I keep him in an
aquarium with a rock and a stick to
hang-out on," said a Winona state senior. " He is very easy to care for and
I don't have to walk it."
In regards to the concerns about
college students and their pets, the
student said, "It is reasonable to be
worried about the proper care for an
animal, but I don't think that a student who loves animals should have
to wait until they are done with college. Animals relax people and relieve stress, which is just what a lot
college students need."
Tracy Vorlob and her two other
roommates own fish. They keep a
schedule on the refrigerator keeping
track of the last time the fish were fed.
"We used to have fish that we called
our kids, but we didn't know that they
needed a water heater and they died
when we went on vacation," said
Vorlob as she played with the floating
plastic plants that were no longer
mounted to the bottom of the tank.
"It was funny because the guy that
was feeding our fish thought that he
was the one that killed them and he

Variety Reporter

D

,

We used to have
Fish that we called
Jur kids, but we
didn't know that they
needed a water
heater and they died
when we went on
✓acation...the guy
17at was feeding our
Fish thought that he
had killed them and
Sought us all new
Fish."

Tracy Vorlob

Above, Winona State University senior Shawn Wilhelm gives
Chilli the Chinchilla a place to rest. The chinchilla lives with
Wilhelm and his roommate.
Right, Kollin Foss, a Winona State senior, gives his dog
Tucker some attention.
photos by Todd Gontarok/Staff Photographer
bought us all new fish."
Peter Novak, a WSU sophomore
who owns a white cat with blue and
brown eyes, said, "My roommates
and I all chip in for the cat. We feed it
Purina cat chow. I love this little guy
with all my heart, I don't know what
I would do if anything happened to
it," he said as he kissed it on the head.
"He does occasionally [flatulate]
though," Novak commented when
asked about the downfalls of his pet.
Elisha Jacobs, a nursing major at
WSU, owns two cats and one dog. "
My dog has accidents on the floor,"
said Jacobs when she was asked about
the challenges she faced with her pets.
"My Siamese cat used to have
seisures all the time until we started
giving it barbiturates. But now it has
lost its ability to defend itself and it
can only run as the dog viciously attacks it."
The press release suggested that if
a college student would like a pet that
it should be a caged pet, but it doesn't
have to be a hamster or guinea pig.
Many students have snakes, tarantulas, fish, rabbits, or, like Steph Simons,

a chinchilla.
A chinchilla is a small, very playful
animal that looks like a big ball of fur,
with eyeballs. Steph Simons has had
three chinchillas in her life. The first
one she acquired by accident.
"It was being abused by its previous owner so I started taking care of it
and I have loved them ever since.
They are fun to play with and I named
my first one Derby because he liked to
run up the walls like a derby car."
Simons went on to say that chinchillas are relatively low maintenance
pets which makes them easy to take
care of with a busy college schedule.
They are also easy to feed with a simple
diet of dried fruits and black sunflower seeds.
Pets are fun, and they relieve stress
along with providing companionship.
But there are also certain responsibilities concerning the safety of the pet
and the owner. It would also be a
good idea to follow the advice of Bob
Barker and—"Help control the population and please have your dog or cat
spayed or neutered."

Patrick Knoll, WSU Graduate, speaks about success in advertising
Co-creator of Bud frogs, ants brings creative power to American Advertising Federation career day
By SHELL! PAULSON
Special to the Wlnonan

P

Joshua Smlh/Photo Editor

Winona State alumnus and associate creative director Patrick
(noll speaks at the AdFed workshop on Saturday.

atrick Knoll, 1986 Winona
State University advertising
graduate, returned to his alma
mater on Saturday, March 30, to
share his experience with advertising students at an AdFed Workshop.
You may know Knoll best for
his creation of the second
Budweiser frog television advertisement, where one of the famous
amphibians latches onto a
Budweiser beer truck by its tongue.
Or, maybe you've seen the
Budweiser partying ants commercial, where the ants bring a bottle
of Budweiser to their anthill and
the sandy beach beats in rhythm to
music by K.C. and the Sunshine
Band. These are two of many campaigns Knoll has worked on as associate creative director at DDB
Needham Worldwide in Chicago,
the second-largest full-service advertising agency in the city.
"We wanted something that
would really stop people," said
Knoll of the Budweiser frog spot.
"Sales were on a steady decline.
We wanted to get the attention of
beer drinkers ages 21-27."
Indeed he did. The campaign
was number one in the country in
popularity, according to Knoll.
"It's wonderful to see something
you've created come to life. It's
almost like raising a child," Knoll

said. "Knowing that we accomplished what we set out to do, that
the campaign is successful and
sells the product, is really gratifying."
Knoll, who grew up "somewhere between Bass Camp and
Minnesota City," graduated from
Winona Senior High School in 1981
and came to WSU the following
fall to major in art.
"I've always wanted to get into

"It's not where
you're from, it's
where you want
to go."

Patrick Knoll
advertising," Knoll said. "I drew a
lot of cartoons as a kid."
Knoll changed his major several times, from history education
to physical education, then from
journalism to art. Knoll took several advertising courses and decided that advertising was his calling, but at the time, there was no
advertising option available within
the mass communication major.
With the help of John Vivian, WSU

journalism professor, Knoll created his own advertising program.
Knoll also reported and photographed stories for Campus Life, a
quarterly student newspaper.
"If I had to do it all over again,
I wouldn't change a thing," said
Knoll. "The professors were all
very nice. John Vivian and Brice
Wilkinson were very good."
Knoll's first break came when
he invented an internship with
Neiman Marcus.
"I wrote to the retailer and they
told me they didn't have an internship program. So, I hitchhiked to
Dallas on spring break and talked
to one of the top people at Neiman
Marcus," said Knoll. "He gave me
some copies of print advertisements from other retailers and
asked me to redo the ads for
Neiman Marcus."
Knoll returned the next day after borrowing a friend's markers
and paper to re-work the advertisements, and was hired.
"It not where you're from," said
Knoll. "It's where you want to go."
Knoll has worked at five different agencies in Minnesota, North
Carolina and Illinois. Knoll won a
Cleo award and the Best of Show
at the Addys, as well as receiving
awards at the Cannes International
Film Festival in France and at the
London International Film Festival.
"I'm pretty happy where I'm
at," said Knoll. "Advertising is an
extremely stressful business, but I
think I've escaped the stress because I have fun with the work."

The Winona State American Advertising federation (Ad Fed) sponsored their third annual advertising
seminar this Saturday. It was designed to give students an inside

view of the roles and duties in an
advertising agency.
Featured guests included:
• Paul Tobin- President and CEO
of Tobin, Erd mann, & Jacobsen, Minneapolis. Tobin is highly involved
in interactive advertising.
• Dave Schneid er- Account Manager for Martin Williams Advertising, Minneapolis. His current account assignments include the division of Post-it products from the 3M
commercial Office Supply Division.
• Bill Hillsman- Creative Director for Northwoods Advertising,
Minneapolis. Bill was the writer
and creative responsible for Senator
Paul Welistone's successful campaign for U.S. Senate.
• Pat McAndrews- Media Director, J.T. Mega & Associates, Minneapolis. She has 22 years experience
and works with business to business advertising. Her major campaigns include Pizza Hut and Tony's
Pizza.
• Chris Birt-Creative director and
senior copywriter for Dillon Advertising, Minneapolis. He is very involved in alternative media and the
Internet.
Information courtesy of AdFed •
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MUSIC REVIEW
•

The Drovers spring from stage to screen

...And of the Son

By SCOTT
MUELLER

•

Music Critic

By DEAN KORDER
toiumnist

J

M

ohn D. got a letter the other day from the Child Support Enforcement
y girlfriend has been trying
Agency. The letter said that his child support would be adjusted fora bi- to get me to watch this movie featuryearly cost-of-living increase. h said that his monthly obligation would be ing Devo and Neil Young. I've conraised from $240 a month to $270 a month because of the 5.6% cost of living
stantly been diverting her attentions
increase. John D. only makes $496 a month!
elsewhere, as I'm rather frightened of
John D. found himself in the position of payee in the matters of child
the idea.
support when his girlfriend, after their daughter was born, decided she
But there are two movies featuring
wanted to be on her own. John D. continued topay for the child with her best
contemporary musicians I wouldn't
interests in mind, but then in came the Child Enforcement Agency.
mind seeing, Backdraft and Blink. BeThe Child Support Enforcement Agency determined that John D. was in
fore you start thinking to yourself, "Did
arrears on his child support obligation and made a determination, through
I miss another Dave Pirner cameo apthe most biased judicial process in the history of history, based on their own
pearance?" read the headline, dummy.
methods of calculation, that John D. owed back child support. All of this This is about the Drovers, a Chicagobecause he had failed to keep receipts for the two years he bought diapers,
based quartet who actually respects
clothes, and formula for his daughter without the government in his pocket. the Smashing Pumpkins.
John D. raised his meager voice on opposition, but the Child Support
The Drovers should be no strangEnforcement Agency crushed his protest with an order for payment and a
ers to these parts. In the past few
order to immediately began garnishing his wages.
months, they've played in Winona
Since that day, John D. has never seen a whole paycheck, he gets no tax
twice. Stripped down with guitars,
break for any of the money he's paid to support his child, and he has seen his
violins, and mandola, these popdaughter at the discretion, and at the whim, of the child's mother.
folksters spice up their music with
In the last three years, there have been months when John D. wasn't Celtic sounds. Recently, the Drovers
allowed to see his daughter. Even after being dragged in and evaluated by
were named the best unsigned band
the Human Service Agency handling his case and found to be competent, by Chicago music critics.
even after being to court and given visitation, even after making a continued
The Drovers started with a brief
effort to pay his child support payments and continuing those payments, the
mother refused to allow him proper visitation.
And, there wasn't one thing he could do about that. There is no Child
Visitation Enforcement Agency. There was nothing he could do about it but
continue to pay.
Also during that time, there were a few months when John D. didn't work,
but his child support obligation continued. He was charged on how many
bales of cotton the agency felt he could pick. It didn't matter if he was working
or not. He had to work. The Child Support Enforcement Agency required
him to do so.
When he got a job, it didn't pay as much as his other job, but the Child
Support Enforcement Agency said he should be able to pick more bales of
cotton than that and refused to adjust his monthly child support obligations
accordingly. They base his child support payments on how much money
they felt he should make instead of how much he actually made.
He paid. It's not like he had a choice in the matter. Over half of his
paycheck is now garnished, before taxes mind you, by the Child Support
Enforcement Agency. Even though he works on an hourly basis, it is
garnished with a flat rate. So, if he works a few less hours one week, he has
no money left to live on. So, if his hours get cut, he still has to pay a flat rate
out of every paycheck.
If John D. gets sick and doesn't work for a week, the payments continue.
If there's a tornado and his place of employment gets completely deBy MAUREEN
stroyed, the payments continue.
ASFELD
Unless John D. dies, the payments continue.
Literary Critic
And if he can't pay his payments, the Child Support Enforcement Agency
charges him interest on the payments he isn't able to make, and the amount
of his arrearages continues to soar, and soon he gets so behind that he can
never see the end of the tunnel or get close to it's proverbial light.
He has become a slave of the state in order to continue to pay his child
support.
He has become a puppet at the hands of a government that wants to carry
all fathers into slavery under the guise of child support.
Now, wait a cotton picking minute here.
assinak was the first in The Planet
I thought slavery had been abolished. Yet, men are made slaves daily by
Pirates series by world-renown authe Child Support Enforcement Agency and its thousands of rules and
thors, Anne McCaffrey and Elizabeth
regulations that make men pay their child support obligations.
Moon.
Think about it.
Sassinak is a 12-year-old girl who
Government goon squads lined up to track down the male population of
appears at the novel's beginning as a
an entire nation. Government agencies allowed freedom to access financial
young, gangly girl with a need to be
records, personnel records, or a person's sexual history. Government mantreated as an adult and an even bigger
dates to take away driver's licenses, personal property, and human rights.
Government legislation that enables women to go out and force a man into need to see more of the world.
Her best-friend, Cans, tries to talk
parenthood, without his consent and without regard for his personal liberties. Government regulations that are based on the presumption that men are her out of her dreams, but Sassinak
wallets, not nurturing human beings, and that the most important thing for
children is money - not love, not care, not having a father in their lives - just
money.
What does that sound like to you?
Is this a democracy or tyranny? Is this America or Nazi Germany?
This is slavery!
The Child Support Enforcement Agency is not created to bring children
and parents closer together. It is not designed to ensure that non custodial
parents see their children. It does nothing but make sure that non custodial
parents pay child support. And, it has been given full authority to get child
support payments and arrears without any regard to the people involved. It
has been given full authority to take whatever means necessary to ensure
these payments continue. Even if those actions trample all over a person's
right to privacy or a person's civil rights.
John D. doesn't have a private life anymore. He is knee deep in government intervention. And all of this because John D. had a relationship with a
woman. A long term and loving relationship. And, he and his girlfriend had
a child. Then, they broke up. Now, he is forced to pay child support.
John D. wants to continue to support his child, he wants to continue to be
a part of her life, but he also wants to one day own a house, to one day have
a nice car, and to one day have a few of the finer things in life. In order to do
that, he needs to make more money. The secret to money is education. John
D. wants to go to school, but he can't. He has to pick those bales or his master
By SUNNI
will whip him. There is little he can do to fight the system. His master will
SCHULZ
take away his driver's license, garnish his wages, and not allow him to get
Co-Variety Editor
financial aid to go to school while he owes back child support. He either picks
that cotton or goes to jail. And now, his masters want him to pay more child
support and they expect him to live off the $226 he has left from his check each
month! As if he can. ,
AU the while his ex-girlfriend gets to write the child off on her tax returns
as a dependent, she gets Pell grants and other financial aid to go to school
because she's a single parent, skegets a complete record of John D's finances,
JMallrats
she gets AFDC if she can't work, she gets to deny John D. visitation anytime
she wants, she gets to use her daughter as a tool, she gets to brainwash her
Circular File
daughter daily, and she gets every benefit from within the system to keep
Comedy
John D. paying.
Rated R
She can make as much money as she wants and none of it is garnished. She
Director: Kevin Smith
can many and add a second income to her household and none of it gets
Cast Jeremy London
garnished. She can drive to and from work without ever having to worry
Jason Lee
about losing her driver's license unless she's speeding or gets into an
Shannen Doherty
accident. She can live her life without worry about government intervention
because she was granted physical custody of their child by a biased court
system that continues to push the idea that women are more nurturing and Top Drawer
Must See
Second Drawer Give it a chance
therefore deserve sole custody of children in child,custody cases.
She can live her life and pursue her happiness as our constitution suggest Third Drawer... It could be worse
we all should be able to do, but John D. is forced to adjust his life according Bottom Drawer Avoid at all cost
Trash
to the doctrine of the Child Support Enforcement Agency. An agency that Circular File
goes against the very constitution this country was founded upon. An
allrats is a thief, attempting to
agency designed to track down and enslave men.
steal humor from successful movies,
and failing miserably.

appearance in Backdraft, and then were
asked to appear as themselves in Blink
alongside Madeleine Stowe. The band
also contributed three songs to the Blink
soundtrack.
Since then, they have released their
latest album, Little High Sky Show (Thermometer/Tantrum). It includes "The
Bag," a 22 minute song that was originally written as individual pieces and
brought together by the band members while experiencing holistic
worldviews.
Actually, the song is broken down
into four songs, according to Sean
Cleland, violinist for the group. The
first part is a jig, the second, an Irish
polka; the third, "slower" and the
fourth, "real." The shifts at times occur
after a brief silence, and then continue
"The Bag's" mystic journey.
"Toy" is college folk that has the
feel of early R.E.M. set against cool
vocals that compare to the Stone Roses.
The title track is mainly instrumental
goth—Dead Can Dance with the luck
o' the Irish.
Most of the band members are IrishAmerican, and their heritage has continued through their sound. When it
comes to contemporary rock music in
America, the only band to really include Celtic influences is the Pogues
(which, of late, includes Shane
MacGowan's solo project).
Not that the Drovers see themselves
as cultural preservationists. Says Dave
Callahan, vocalist and bassist, "It's not
like we're on a mission to make Celtic
music palatable to modern American
youth. We play to entertain ourselves,
and other people seem to appreciate it
too."

"Most of our fans have no idea
what Irish traditional music is, but
we're not really playing traditional
music. We're pulling old things out of
the closet and making them into something current, something that pushes
the barriers," says Callahan.
I talked with Callahan before he
and the band took the stage at Rascal's
a month or so back. I asked him if
living in Chicago brought any of the
band members into old Irish neighborhoods seeking wisdom and inspiration from older immigrants rooted

in traditional Irish music. He said no,
partly because of the band's tendency
to demo and perform extemporaneously.
With their combination of rarely
heard traditional Irish music with
ambient guitar and violin folk catching on all over the Midwest, look for
the Drovers to rise. But don't just
scour the record shops for this quartet
... with their case history in the movie
biz, maybe we'll see the Drovers making a special appearance with George
Clooney on ER.

LITERARY REVIEW

Sassinak, space-age spunk saves the world
sassy heroine seeks vengeance for her ravaged planet

S

won't hear any of it. Their world may
beon the frontier, but that isn't enough
for Sassinak. Cans may be content to
study biotech training, but Sassinak
yearns for adventure and excitement

that can only be found in space.
Sassinak's nickname, "Sass," seems
to fit her well. She is a little on the sassy
side, especially when it comes to the
fact that she is still be excluded from
adult celebrations.
The society that Sassinak lives in a
world where it is forbidden to eat meat,
even fish. The people live on a diet of
gruel and beans—which is not very
appetizing.
Then one day, the long awaited
orecarriers arrived at The City and the
adults begin to celebrate, disaster
strikes. During the middle of the celebration, while everyone is drunk and
content, the dreaded pirates attack
Sassinak's homeworld.
The pirates time their attack for just
the right moment—when the planet's
defenses are at their lowest. Caught
off-guard, the drunken revelers try to
make one last desperate stance.. .
However valiantly the drunken
people try to fight, they are captured
and placed into a life of slavery. The
Fleet o f the Federation of Sentient Planets can not save them.
In captivity, Sassinak su rvives only

through the kindness of a fellow slave,
Abe, a Fleet officer.
Sassinak is eventually sold to an
illegal cargo ship that ends up being
caught by the Fleet. She is able to use
the moment to her advantage and lead
her rescuers back to where Abe is ire
pri so ned . Abe is so grateful to Sassinak
that he adopts her and helps her gain
admission to Fleet Academy.
Driven by an urge to end the pirate
threat, Sassinak rises quickly through
the Fleet's ranks. One day, Abe is
killed and Sassinak's need for yen.
geance doubles. Now she wants tc.
seek revenge against the slavers and
enemies responsible for Abe's death.
Her passion for revenge and justice
takes her to a mysterious and distant
world called Ireta. Here she begins an
adventure that exceeds her strangest
imagining.
Sassinak takes us back to one of
Anne McCaffrey's earlier inventions—
the Dinosaur Planet, Ireta.
Sassinak is a page-turning novel full
of suspense, intrigue, and revenge. The
heroine, Sassinak, is a lively, spunky
kid with two younger, pesky siblings,
someone we all can relate too.

MOVIE REVIEW

Don't buy Mallrats' cheap humor

\

M

1

For one thing, Mallrats obviously
couldn't attract any current stars, so it
resorted to people like Shannen
Doherty (the 90210 reject) and Jeremy
London, who was in The Babysitter (remember way back when?) Since we
haven't seen Doherty since Heathers,
we know she isn't in high demand,
and there's an obvious reason.
Her role in Mallrats isn't too different from her witchy character in Heathers. One must wonder if her talent for
playing the witch (I want to use another word, but this review is rated G)
is natural, or if she's had lots of practice in real life.
OK, this is the deep and twisted
plot. Two guys named T.S. (London)
and Brode (Jason Lee) have just been
dumped by their girlfriends for being
Sega-playing, directionless chumps. So
they search for a place to find sanctuary, a place to be themselves. (Sound
like a familiar line from Clueless? ) So
they head to the mall. By some act of
God, their girlfriends just happen to
be there, one being pursued by a dashing young store manager, and the other
to be on her father's game show entitled "Truth or Date," which is to be
filmed at the mall. Now T.S. and Brode
want to find a way to win back their
loves, with the help of their bungling
friends. Hmmmmmmm. Sounds
about as original as a cheeseburger.
Needless to say, I figured out the

whole ending within the first ten min- This movie couldn't even be realistic
utes, and began a more interesting with their props!
task of coloring Kermit the Frog door
OK, maybe I've seen far too man3
decks. My reason for renting this bad movies, and my references maybe
monstrosity was to see Silent Bob confusing the heck out of you. (Afte
(Kevin Smith) and Jay (Jason Mewes) all, who remembers The Babysitter ?)
who were appearing as the same charSo I'll put it in the words of oui
acters they played in the movie Clerks. heroes of MTV, Beavis and Butthead
This movie is directed by Smith, who "This sucks, change it."
also did Clerks, but obviously he used
Toss it in the circular file along will
up all of his creativity the first time. I yesterday's dinner.
thought Silent Bob and Jay were hilarious in Clerks, but maybe that was because their appearances were limited.
If this movie is attempting to reflect
today's youth, I fear for the future. I
even think Beavis and Butthead are
funnier then this film's measly attempts and spoofing on the worst of
our teenage society.
The ending is over-done and is stolen from the archives of movies like
Animal House, Revenge of the Nerds, and
even the Van Halen video "Hot for
Teacher."
The only funny scene is where this
big guy decides he's going to see this
sailboat everyone is talking about in a
ilwy'41)
Jot lhon o
"Magic Eye" poster. So he stands there
54i4 P
staring at it the whole movie while
Ih ay 'N
ths)?*
people keep going by saying "Oh cool,
a sailboat." However, I paused the
video and stared at the poster he was
looking at and realized it's all a sham.
There is no sailboat in the "Magic Eye"
poster, it's a toatlly different image.
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Housing the Urban Poor, Third world housing in perspective
Brian Aldrich, sociology professor, co-authors book on habitat issues outside industrialized countries

By PAUL ALLEN

India came to Winona on Sabbatical. for housing outside industrial court- Bank], U. S. influence, the collapse of largest English-speaking markets in feedback has been given except for a
Both Aldrich and Sandhu began send- tries. It gives a basic lining of case the Soviet Union, and how all of these the world, thus eliminating any wor- positive review from India. It will be
ing letters to scholars world-wide.
studies and analysis from country to affect urban housing," Aldrich ex- ries of distribution restriction.
at least a few more months before it is
These scholars included sociolo- country," said Aldrich.
To further benefit the publishing known what kind of an impact the
Brian Aldrich, professor of gists, architects, economists, and soThe book itself represents over 100 plained.
Oneof Aldrich's main concerns with and distributionprocess, Vistaar sold book is having.
Sociology at Winona State, has just cial workers. These individuals then countries from around the globe, in- getting the book published was the book rights to Zed Publishers in
As far as a local impact, Aldrich has
recently finished compiling a new book sent in their chapters, some corre- cluding India, Brazil, Egypt, Indone- whether or not there would be se- London.
been
incorporating his book into his
sponding via e-mail.
entitled: Housing the Urban Poor.
sia, Pakistan, and Thailand.
verely restricted distribution. After
Zed is known for its many texts Social Problems, Sociology, PopulaAfter obtaining the desired numThe book, which was co-written
It not only exposes the many prob- sending the text to some 30 different devoted to Third World countries, tion Analysis, and Urban classes.
with friend and colleague Ravinder ber of chapters, Aldrich did the initial lems of urban housing around the countries for publishing, a company developingcountries,and women. The
"The students really appreciate
Sandhu, focuses on housing issues in editing for the book, much of which world, but it also examines outside called Sage Publishers in California book has now officiallybeen published learningaboutthesocial issues of other
the Third World.
included translating chapters into stan- influences on housing.
bumped the book to Vistaar Publish- under two separate entities.
cultures rather than always staying
The idea for the book was conceived dard English.
"This book also spells out the role ers in India.
Since the book appeared on the within the boundaries of the United
some four years ago when Sandhu of
"This book lays the groundwork of international organizations [World
Fortunately India has one of the shelves only two months ago, no real States," said Aldrich.
Variety Reporter

Dr.

Even
EZ-er
than
1040EZ.

POP QUIZ

1. How many times have you missed

90210

this semester?

a) None.
b) Fewer than five times.
c) 1 800 CALL ATT.

Introducing TeleFile
from the IRS. If you

d) Where's Dylan?

are single and filed
Form 1040EZ last year,
you can file your tax
return in ten minutes

2. Someone calls you collect, using 1 800 CALL ATT. What happens?

by phone. Anytime.
Check your tax booklet

a) You accept because you and the person calling are automatically

for information.

NETeleFile

entered to win an internship on Beverly Hills, 90210?

It's free. It's fast. It works.

b) You accept because it always costs less than 1 800 COLLECT:

Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue

Service

c) You accept because he/she might be Dylan.

Changing for good.

d) All the above.

GIVE

3. What's the best thing to do while watching Beverly Hills, 90210 ®?
a) Study.
b) Listen to David's rap song.
c) Hope for a guest appearance by Dylan.
d) Call a friend collect using 1 800 CALL ATT (you might win the Beverly Hills,
90210 ® internship and listen to David's rap song in person).

4. You have to call your parents for money. Select the most appropriate scenario:
a) You

use

1 800 CALL ATT because you know you'll get more money

out of them.

THAT

REALLY
COUNTS

b) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because that way you'll get another chance
to win the Beverly Hills, 90210 ® internship.
c) You're doing it to get a bigger TV set.
d) All the above.
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Whatever causes you're giving

to now, set a goal to increase your
giving to a level that will make a
permanent and positive difference.
Give Five - 5 hours a week and 5%
of your income. The rewards will
make you feel like a winner every
day of your life. For more
information, call 1-80455-GIVE-5.
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The agony of defeat and frustration; why athletic injuries suck!
KEVIN
BECHAR',
Sports Editor

L

et's face it, sporting injuries
are a real pain in the butt.
Most of you who take part in some
athletic activity, whether you're involved in varsity sports or just exercise to stay fit, have had to deal with
at least one injury at one point in
your lives.
For those of us who constantly
feel the need to be doing something

physical, whether it's biking, roller
blading, or weight lifting, an injury
bug is bound to put us on the sideline
for some period of time.
It seems that we athletes have a
harder time coping with injuries than
the average person who has sprained
an ankle. Don't get me wrong, an
injury is an injury no matter who it
affects, but being that athletes always want to be active in some sort
of exercise, well, it seems that we feel
the pain more.
Physical pain, unfortunately,
overpowers our mental drive.
Take running for example.
Rumors are constantly floating
around which says that running is
harder on the body because of the
constant pounding than other cardiovascular activities, and as a result, runners have a better chance of

developing some sort of injury.
Like all sports, injuries prevent
athletes from performing at 100 percent, and sometimes not at all.
Running is one of those sports
which requires that the runner stay
in some kind of shape, or otherwise,
they will be sucking wind for a period of time while trying to get back
into shape.
During this past winter, I felt the
affects of "cabin fever" because the
cold prevented me from running.
Once it started to warm up, I was
determined to get back in shape for
road races this spring.
Just when I thought that I was on
the right track and had a solid base
built, an injury hit me and has basically prevented me from competing
at my best.
Sure, races are fun because of the

atmosphere and the competition, not
to mention the constant battle within
when it comes to setting new personal records, but what's really hard
to accept is when the injury comes at
the heart of training and at the wrong
time of year.
One of my roommates is also going through the pain and difficulty
of not being able to run, and believe
me, with the nicer weather, the temptation is there everyday.
All athletes experience this kind
of frustration some time, and unfortunately, the timing of injuries is
never good.
Take Matt Brandt for example.
At the start of the football season,
Winona State's star running back was
on his way to a great season.
Unfortunately, his season was cut
short because of a torn ligament.

Warrior 'nine' sweeps Classic
By SCOTT ICRAMP
Assistant Sports Editor

F

or many college baseball
teams, playing in a major league stadium might be a bit intimidating.
The Metrodome obviously didn't
have that effect on Winona State University (9-7).
Winona State took a 5-7 record up
to the Twin Cities and left looking
like a new ball club.
Timely hitting and strong pitching performances in each contest
made WSU look like they belonged
in the Metrodome, as the Warriors
won all four games played this past
weekend.
'This weekend we played the way
that I expect us to go out and play
every time we step on the field," said
WSU head coach Gary Grob.
On Sunday, the Warriors faced St.
John's University and Winona State's
bats virtually exploded.
In the double-header, WSU scored
22 runs and routed the Johnnies in
both games.
In game one, WSU was paced by
shortstop Mike Shromoff (2-3, 3 runs),
catcher Aaron Braund (2-3, RBI's)
and left- fielder Mike Usgaard (2-3, 2
RBI's) as the Warriors won 11-3.
The Warriors fell behind early,
but erupted for nine runs in the fourth
and fifth innings to put the game
away early.
Brian Hronski (7 IP, 6 H, 2 ER, 5 K)
proved too tough for the Johnnies to
handle as he went the distance.
In game two, WSU starter Matt
Hoppenstedt flirted with a no-hitter
as he held St. John's hitless through
four innings before tiring.
The Warriors went on to win 11-4,
and Hoppenstedt (6 IP, 5 H, 4 ER, 4K)
still finished with a strong outing.
Once again, the fourth and fifth
innings were big ones for WSU, as
they scored nine runs.
Right fielder Mike Welch (3-4, 2
runs), catcher Kurt Molls (2-4, 2 RBI's)
and Usgaard (2-4, 2 runs) led the

Winona State Warrior Jason Moe works on his baseball skills with
the rest of the baseball teamin McCown Gymnasium Thursday.

Warriors.
First baseman Dan Weinmann
picked a good time to collect his first
hits of the year as he knocked in two
runs.
On Friday, the Warriorbats hadn't
begun to click yet, but the pitching
was firing on all cylinders as they
took on Minnesota-Crookston.
WSU got excellent performances
from starting pitchers Greg Posewitz
(7 IP, 5 H,1 ER, 9 K) in game one and
Andy Wiedl (7 IP, 4 H, 3 ER, 10K) in
game two.
Despite relatively cold bats, the
Warriors still managed to win 5-1
and 5-3 behind the strong pitching.
In game one, centerfielder Chad
Schroeder (2-4, 2 runs), first baseman
Pat McKinney (3-3) and Braund (2
RBI's) gave the Warriors enough offense to pull the game out.
It was Braund (2-4, 3 RBI's) and
Shroeder (3-4, 2 runs, SB) again leading the way in game two as the Warriors swept Minnesota-Crookston 53.
"We had four outstanding pitching performances this weekend,"
said Grob.
"We struggled a bit with our hitting on Friday and we weren't able
to score often or move runners along
in important situations, but we really unloaded on Sunday."
With the lousy weather this
spring, the field conditions have not
been promising.
Fortunately for baseball, the Warriors have only had to postpone one
game due to wet fields.
'The field is in pretty good condition, and if we hadn't played in the
Metrodome on Sunday, we would
have been outside," said Grob.
The Warriors will have a six-game
homestand, as they start play against
Lakeland College this Thursday.
Although WSU's indoor record is
sitting at a perfect 4-0 this season,
with luck, the weather will cooperate and allow the Warriors to extend
their winning streak.

Softball chokes with 1-3 record at Augustana Invite
By GRANT
CHRISTIANSON
Sports Reporter

L

ast week, the Winona State
University women's softball team
had to deal with one element the
entire week.
No, it wasn't injuries or shaky
pitching, it was the weather. Due to
the natural elements, Winona State
had four games canceled.
However, the games which WSU
did get to play were inside at the
Dakota Dome in Vermillion, South
Dakota.

The Warriors participated in an
eleven-team Augustana Invitational
Tournament in the Dakota Dome
over the weekend.
In the opener on Friday, the Warriors were hosted by Augustana.
Augustana dominated the Warriors
7-0 and held WSU to only one hit the
entire game, a first-inning single by
Laura Girard.
But one good thing for WSU was
the return of freshman ace pitcher
Kristine Dzurison, who was out for
three weeks due to a pulled muscle.
"Kristine was a little rusty," said
coach Myron Smith.
The next game for WSU was

against Mankato State later that same
day. In this match up, the Warriors
again buckled under pressure as they
were dominated from start to finish
and fell by a score of 10-0.
"They (Mankato State) just hit
well," said Smith.
In the second day of the tournament, the Warriors bounced back
after the two disappointing losses
the previous day. Against Saint
Cloud State University, WSU demonstrated that their Friday showing
wasn't usual for them.
With good production on the offensive side from Kelly Klaverkamp
(3-3 with a double) and Becky

Krueger (2-3 with 2 runs and 1 RBI),
the Warriors went on to beat SCSU
by a score of 5-4. Dzurison was
credited for the win as the Warriors
finished off pool play for the tournament.
On Sunday, WSU was paired up
against the University of North Dakota in the first round of single elimination play. The Warriors lost 7-3
despite some very good offensive
production. The Warriors put together 11 hits with Kelly Hinz going
3-3, Becky Krueger hitting 2-3 with 2
RBI's, and DH Michelle Kelsey going 2-2 with a double.
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By BRADLEY J. THEDE
Special to the Winonan
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nother intramural basketball
season came to a close on March 21 as
the Top Guns, Barachos and
PJammers all laid claim to the titles
of their respective divisions.
'The winter intramural season
closed out on a good note with a
fantastic, fun-filled evening for all,
ending with the Intramural Basketball Championships," said Cory
Kreibich, Supervisor of Activities and
Officials.
Sean Ressie had some fun in mind
when he poured in 21 points to lead
his Top Guns over Air Raid, 60-47 in
the A League Championship Game.
For the Air Raid, Bryce Murphy
and Eric Wollan shared high scoring
honors for their team as they each
chipped in 14 points in the losing
effort.
"We played sluggishly and we
didn't play like a team like we did
the night before," said Wollan. The
previous night they pulled off an
upset win against the Return of Perch.
Murphy also expressed disappointment, "We got out-rebounded.
We usually use our strength inside
to pound the boards pretty hard, and
tonight it just wasn't there."
The two teams played to a 20-20
tie at half-time, with Ressie leading
all scorers with 12 points.
The Top Guns used a blend of
speed and quickness to wear down
Air Raid in the second half with the
help of Andy Wiedl's 13 points.
Wiedl finished with 15 points and
Mike Kleine finished with 11.
RandyO'Donnell summed up the
performance of Air Raid with one
sentence, "From shot one we got
outplayed."
O'Donnell, Ken Fry and Chris
Heinz all finished with five points in
a supporting role to Wollan and
Murphy. Kyle Stoffel chipped in
four for the Air Raid.
In the B-League Championship
game between the Barachos and the
Bullies, the Barachos (Spanish for
drunk) stormed out to a 17-6, coasting to a 49-36 win over the Bullies.
Kyle Kick paced the Barachos with
three 3-pointers and 11 first- half
points.
Kick was also accompanied by
Dan Gaffney's 10 points, seven of
which came in the first half.
Kick led the Barachos to a 26-15
lead at half-time, and it was a lead
the opponents would never relinquish.
"It just proves we were the bubble
team that should have made the
NCAA (A-League) tournament,"

W
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said Eddie Ramos, who knocked
down six points on a pair of 3-pointers in the first half.
Rounding out the scoring for the
Barachos was Slik Bobosh (10 points),
Joe Aul (4 points), and Bryan Rich
and Steve Bobosh with two points
each.
Jay Bratten led the Bullies' effort
with 14 points, 11 corning in the first
half, and Maurice Lucas chimed in
nine points in a losing effort.
Other scorers for the Bullies' included Brian Aherns (6 points) and
Rudy Story (7 points).
The final game of the evening featured the ladies' intramural championship between Myron's Softball
Babes and the PJammers.
Kelly Jansen led the way for the
PJammers with 17 points as her team
pulled away from Myron's Softball
Babes for a 46-38 victory.
"All that matters is we will be
wearing the blue (intramural championship t-shirts)," said Nikki
Boudreau.
Boudreau's PJammers led by a
score of 26-22 at half-time, keeping it
an evenly matched game between
the two opponents.
A combination of Jansen's scoring and the backcourt ball handling
by Boudreau (6 points), Jennifer Hunt
(7 points) and Rachel Goehring ( 1
point) proved to be too much for
their opponent.
Kama Michael added to the
PJammer scoring with nine points,
and Kristi Stanislawski finished with
six points of her own.
Unfortunately for the Softball
Babes, an early injury to Cory
Ronnenberg proved costly as points
were hard to come by in the second
half.
Ronnenberg was injured when her
teammate, Michelle Kelsey, accidentally collided with her after an attempted shot by Ronnenberg (finishing with 12 points).
Meanwhile, Shannon Smith
picked up the slack for the Softball
Babes as she put in seven points in
the second half, and a total of 13 for
the game. She also hit five for six
from the free throw line.
The final tally for Myron's Softball Babes saw Kelly Klaverkamp
finishing with six points and Kelsey
and Becky Krueger each adding two
points. Dacia Volkenant rounded off
the scoring with three points.
"We deserve t-shirts too because
we won the league," said
Klaverkamp and Krueger, in an attempt to lobby to the Intramural
Department. "We beat them
(PJammers) once in head-to-head
action, so it's an even split."

Gymnasts fall in final two
Sports Editor

At
Moorhead State

By this, I mean that if they have an
injury, and running is their career,
well, it appears that they are screwed
for a while.
Athletic injuries are funny in that
once a serious one hits an athlete and
knocks him/her out for a while, it is
extremely hard to bounce back.
By this, I mean that after recovery, there is something which holds
an athlete back from competing to
their fullest because the memory of
that past injury is still in the back of
the mind.
But this is not the case for all
athletes, as many people do bounce
back and perform better than they
did before their injury.
Oh well, injuries are always going to be a part of athletics, so the best
we can probably do is to grit our
teeth and somehow deal with it.

Intramural basketball; Topl
Guns, Bracheros and
PJammers take the crown

By KEVIN BECHARD

At
Iowa State

At
SOFTBALL
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Although he is only a junior this
year, and ha s a nother chance to prove
himself next season, the fact is that
this season, 1995, was his season,
and an injury made him look towards next season.
Professional athletes must go
through the same agony which college athletes go through, but there is
a catch: they get paid while they are
injured.
Although we hear about professional athletes getting injured each
day, whether it's a pulled hamstring
or blurred vision, there are some who
actually do suffer as much as we do.
An example of this would be long
distance runners.
The deal with these athletes is
that when they prove themselves at
the professional level, they must rely
on their health in order to get paid.

hat has otherwise been a
very strong season for Winona State
University's gymnastics squad,
ended in a skid as the Warriors failed
to win their last meets of the season.
They fell to Centenary College
189.625-183.175 on Friday, and Texas
Women's University this past Saturday by a score of 190.125-182-675.
From the start of the meet on Friday, Centenary College took immediate control as all six of their gymnasts scored over 9.0.
The Warriors, on the other hand,
did have some strong performances,
such as Dannie Tingwalds's 9.40 and
Melissa Green's 9.325 on the vault,
but the other scores were not enough.
Although the meet appeared to

be lost from the first event, the Warriors came back with a strong performance on the beam.
Erika Christianson paced Winona
State as she scored a 9.525. S.
Vaughan scored a 9.475, and
Annemarie Green followed up with
a 9.40.
On the floor exercise, which
turned out to be WSU's highest scoring event, all six Warrior gymnasts
scored 9.0 or higher. Melissa Green
led with a 9.70.
On Saturday, the competition
again proved to be a big challenge
for the Warriors as they faced a strong
Texas team.
TWU did not hesitate to show
their strength as they claimed the top
five spots on the vault, and placed

See Gymnastics, page 11
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Rader-Johnson place third at
St. Cloud Doubles tourney

continued from page 10
four of their gymnasts in the top five
of the remaining events.
Melissa Green was the standout
for the Warriors as she placed fourth
in the vault with a score of 9.275 and
fourth in the floor exercise with a
9.625. She also finished in third place
in the all-around competition with a
score of 37.50.
Annemarie Green also finished
the meet with a respectable score of
9.550 on her floor exercise routine.
Other high scores for the Warriors includes Heidi Wolfs 9.250 on
the uneven parallel bars, a 9.3 on the
beam, and a 9.350 on the floor exercise.
Lisa Ballard scored a 9.200 her
floor routine, while Erika
Christianson followed with a 9.1.
In the all-around category, Wolf
clinched the fourth place spot with a
score of 36.800, and Annemarie
Green rounded off this category with
a score of 36.575.
Unfortunately, the Warriors did
not qualify for Nationals as a tea, but
three individuals met the requirements.
Annemarie Green and Melissa
Green each qualified in the allaround category, while Erika
Christianson qualified on the beam.
According to coach Rob Murray,
Heidi Wolf just misses qualifying by
a tenth of a point.
The competition will be held on
April 19-20 in Seattle, Wash.

By KEVIN BECHARD

not, beat St. Benedict by scores of 64, 0-4, and 7-4.
Nikki Hilke and Kendra Neudahl,
WSU's third doubles squad, lost their
first two matches.
Sunday, the final day of the tournament, was not necessarily the better day of the two for all competitors.
For one thing, the Radar and Johnson double, who were tied for second place, dropped down a notch
and had to settle for a third place
finish.
The first match of the day said
something of how the pair would
place, as Winona State's pair fell to
St. Cloud's no. 2 team by scores of 60 and 6-2. The pair also dropped
their next match to St. Ben's in a 6-4,
6-0 final.
Neudahl and Kennedy, WSU's no.
3 team, also finished in third place,
falling to St. Cloud in two games.
Guros and Jenkel, the no. 1 pair,
dropped to fifth place at the end of
the tournament. The two lost to
South west State's no. 1 team by scores
of 6-1,6-0, but bounced back to beat
SCSU's no. 2 pair by scores of 6-1,63.
"I was pleased all around with
the performances of the number 1
and 2 teams," said coach Jeff Halberg.
"They really picked up their games
as the season went on."

Sports Editor

D

espite a 4-7 team record, two
members from Winona State University women's tennis team proved
that there is still some intensity left in
the squad as the season winds down.
Susan Rader and Jill Johnson did
just this as the two worked together
and took control at St. Cloud's
Doubles Tournament.
Not only is the pair tied for second in the number 2 division, but the
pair came away with two wins out of
the three matches.
In the first match against the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,
Rader and Johnson had little difficulty in coming away with the win
with scores of 7-6, 1-6 and 7-3.
Success continued to stay with
Winona State's pair as Southwest
State University was swept 6-2 and
6-1.
Unfortunately, the momentum
stalled as the pair fell to St. Benedict
6-3 and 6-3.
The Warriors number one team,
consisting of Carrie Guros and Nicole
Jenkel, attempted to follow in the
footsteps of teammates Rader and
Johnson, but could only settle for one
victory in their three matches.
However, Guros and Jenkel did
just what Rader and Johnson could

Birthright

24-hour hotline: 452-2421

♦ Office: 920 W 5th St.

tooP4111111996

National Parks and
Conservation Association
WALK FOR THE EARTH'

• March around the lakes of Winona to help
raise funds that will go 100% directly to support
Whitewater O.L. Kipp & John Latch State Parks.
• Over $600 worth of prizes will be given away to
the highest pledgers.
• You can pick up your pledge sheets at Student
Senate office, located in Kryzsko Commons.
March for Parks is a national event-one of hundreds of
marches taking place in all 50 states in conjunction with Earth
Day on the weekend of April 20th.
The March for Parks is an event which hopes to help
preserve some of the unique qualities Winona contains,
especially within the state parks.

SM, 19, seeks SF for fun,
romance, and new baby.
In today's dating scene, lots of students worry about becoming a
father unexpectedly. Fortunately, they can always talk to someone at
Birthright, the volunteer agency that for more than twenty years has
helped thousands of students face unplanned pregnancy. Birthright
offers private pregnancy tests, helpful resources and answerrs to
your questions...all for free.

011114 N

fir

• Registration is at 8:30 AM, at Lake Park Lodge in
front of Winona Lake.
• March kick-off is at 9:00 AM.
• Walk will be for 5 miles around the Lakes of
Winona, on Saturday, April 20th.
For more information Contact Darrell Downs at 457-5405

Aaron Rodriguez
Ballplayer freshman year.
Little League Coach sophomore year.
Killed junior year.
December 28, 1993
San Antonio, TX
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THEIS PRINTING

WINONA MINNESOTA

Your Automobile's Best Frren1

If you don't stop someone
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

We Mal, Quality Prinring Affordable

c

East Spirit.

Herbal
Essences

FRIENDS DON'T LEI' FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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With THE BENDS, Radiohead's second full-length
Capitol album, the five natives of Oxford,
England bare both brains and brawn, catapulting
their sound into herefore unexplored territory.
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EVERCLEAR

NOT GOOD
ON PRE-SELLS

d FACE ME MUSIC

LOVE & ROCKETS
SAVE AN EXTRA

ON CD'S
„...011.1ritput

EVERCLEAR is everywhere and the whole nation

is hammered. "Santa Monica" was the first lead
off single with "Sparkel And Fade" a buzz bin clip
at MTV it's hard to swing a dead cat without bumping into EVERCLEAR! Now ONLY $8.99 CD!
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DISCOUNTS. CD'S $10.98 & UP, TAPES $7.98 & UP)
.
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CHAOS

DILBERT ® by Scott Adams

by Brian Shuster

2
S
I'M INVENTING A NEW
TECHNOLOGY TO PREVENT
KIDS FROM SEEING SHUT ec.g
ON THE INTERNET .

50, YOU'RE PITTING YOUR
INTELLIGENCE AGAINST
THE COLLECTIVE SEX DRIVE
OF ALL THE TEENAGERS

WHO OWN COMPU TE RS?

WHAT
15 YOUR
POINT?
(A

DID YOU KNOW
THAT IF YOU PUT

A LITTLE HAT ON
A SNOWBALL IT
CAN LAST A
LONG TIME IN
HELL?

OVER THE HEDGE"' by Michael Fry and T Lewis

ROBOTM AN® by Jim Meddick
KEEP THE COFESE AND DONUTS
CONAIN ), MY FRIEND.. I'M PULLING
AN ALL— NIGHTER
MON-TY, YOU
CAN'T GO ON
LIKE THIS!.
BURN

E-Mail: JimMeddick@aol.com

HEY, SHEPI-IRDING IS
C !OIYSH BUSINESS A Np
I'M ABOUT TO Be11.1

TOUGHEST PART of
ALL NOCTURNAI_SHEP
COUNTING..

SHE

"For goodness
goodness sakes, guys, it's just a little cough!"

YourReilloroscope
Aries: (Mar. 21—Apr. 19) It's time
to take action. Draft a letter to
the government stating how sick
you are of obeying oppressive industrial safety warnings.
Taurus: (Apr. 20—May 20) You will
pick up a rumpled bag lying on
the grass, and without looking
inside first, you'll empty its entire
contents into your mouth.
Gemini: (May 21—June 21) The
spotlight rests on domestic and
monetary questions, so pay no
heed to your failing health and
chronic B.O.
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) Life
imitates art when an escaped gorilla crashes your backyard party,
sending guests headlong into the
pool.
Leo: (July 23—Aug. 22) Your charitable contribution to the cornmunity youth center will be used
to purchase guns and heroin.
Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22) A good
time to rethink personal goals
will come when you're hauled
away screaming to the nuthouse.
Libra: (Sept. 23—Oct. 23) A return

Help Wanted
RIVERBOAT CREW
MEMBERS Boat, catering,
Kitchen, office and Photo crew
for passenger vessels in St. Paul
& Mpls. FT seasonal positions.
Start $6.50 hr. Padleford Packet
Boat Co., Inc., Harriet Island, St
Paul MN 55107 612/227-1100,
800/543-3908. COME
ABOARD!
*$200$500 WEEKLY*
Mailing travel brochures. No
experience necessary. For
information, send a self addressed stamped envelope to:
Universal Travel, P.O. Box
610188, Miami, FL 33261

by Jim

Jim's Journal

by Ruby Wyner—lo
A.A.B.P-certified Astrologer
to a strict puritanical code results
in the tragic witch-burning of a
kindly neighbor.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21) For a
cheap alternative to expensive
perfumes, scrape off the dried
shaving cream collecting on the
spout of the can and smear it on
your nether regions.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
Travel will figure prominently
when you're arrested for a series
of kidnappings. Enjoy the prison
food while you still have teeth.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22—J an. 19) Some
people are "day" people and others are "night" people. You're a
"cream soda" person.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20—Feb. 18) Communication is important to a relationship, so don't tear out your
lover's vocal cords.
Pisces: (Feb. 19—Mar. 20) A short
man in Lederhosen will spray
you with a garden hose.

Zd ■ dv.`+ do
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by Nate Beck

FIRST SOUTH

These predictions are not to be questioned.
© 1995 Onion Features Syndicate

Summer Camp Positions available:
Local youth organization is
looking for enthusiastic men and
won-en to fill key positions in our
long-term summer camp in Nevis,
MN. Opportunities include
Aquatic Director, High Adventure
Director, Shooting Sports Director,
and more. .Salaries include room
and board, and range from $100$175/week (five week employment). For application and interview information, Call Jason at
(800)524-39W.
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000-qmo. working for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call

(206) 971-3550 ext. C56772

Would you like a summer job
where you can gain experience,
challenge your skills & be a
positive influence in the life of a
girl? The Girl Scout Council of
Greater Minneapolis is seeking
staff to support 3 summer resident
camps in & near the Minneapolis
metro area. Positions include:
Health Supervisor--RN, PA,
EMT, or LPN; Program Directors, Business Directors, Counselors, Challenge Course Staff,
Asst. Riding Director & Riding
Specialists, Lifeguards, Integration Specialists, Animal Farm
Specialist, Arts & Crafts
Specialists, Naturalist, and Trip
Leader. Write/call for an information packet (Cont.)

Human Resources, Girl Scout
Council of Greater Minneapolis,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Mpls., MN
55429, (612) 535-4602 ext.297.
AA/EOE.

Lost & Found
A coat was mistalcingly taken at
the Blood Drive on Wednesday
between 3-5. I have someone
else's blue leather jacket at the
student senate. Please exchange it
there or call Erica at 452-4185 &
leave a message.

Child Care
NANNIES PLUS The elite
nannie service! Jobs available
nationwide- 1 yr. committment
only. 1-800-752-0078.

Services
RAISE $$$ THE Cli1BANK
FUNDRAISER IS HERE TO
HELP YOU! FAST, EASY, NO
RISK OR FINANCIAL OBLIGATION-GREEKS, GROUPS,
CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. CALL NOW.
RAISE $500 IN ONLY ONE
WEEK (800)862-1982 EXT 33.

FREET-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise tip
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT

For Rent
For Rent within two blocks from
campus, a very large two-bedroom and a three bedroom
apartments. Available June 1 for
year round lease. Heat, water and
garbage collection paid. A year's
lease and a security deposit are
required. Apartments are good for
three or four people. Monthly
rent: $210 each if three, or $175
each if four. Reduced Summer
rates. Best if you form your own
group of roommates. Call 4544082 and leave a message. Will
get back to you as soon as possible.

